CASE STUDY

BEST-IN-CLASS
GLP ARCHIVING
HOW A LEADING GLOBAL AGROCHEMICAL
ENTERPRISE SUCCESSFULLY OUTSOURCED
ITS SPECIMEN, BLOCK AND SLIDE MATERIALS
HIGHLIGHTS

SOLUTION

Customer Profile: Large agrochemical
enterprise—long recognized as a global leader in
the seed, pesticide and biotechnology industry

The agrochemical enterprise reached out to Quality Assurance
Consultancy for guidance and support because of our premier archiving
facility, as well as our archivists with unmatched expertise and domain
knowledge gained from years of experience in the industry.

Challenge: Put in place an optimal
operational strategy to improve efficiencies
for the agrochemical enterprise’s toxicology
laboratory and archiving facility
Outcome: By outsourcing its archiving
operations with Quality Assurance Consultancy’s
premier facility, the agrochemical enterprise
could realize as much as $300,000 in savings
associated with annual operating expenses*
while achieving greater value from Quality
Assurance Consultancy’s specialized archivists
managing the material.
*Based on an annual estimate of operating expenses for
a 9,300 square foot archiving facility.

CHALLENGE
A large, global agrochemical enterprise
determined that to streamline operational
expenses, it needed to reallocate the resources
and personnel who support its campus-based
research toxicology laboratory. The laboratory
conducts studies adhering to good laboratory
practice (GLP) principles and had a proprietary
specimen, blocks and slides GLP archive.
After an extensive benefit-cost analysis to
estimate the strengths and weaknesses of
archiving alternatives, it became obvious that
outsourcing archiving from the toxicology
laboratory to a contract facility would be the
right approach to achieve savings.

Quality Assurance Consultancy’s team of archiving specialists successfully
arranged the transfer of materials generated at the toxicology laboratory.
Highlights of the transfer include the following:
Size of the Initial Transfer: Quality Assurance Consultancy successfully
transferred approximately 5000 cubic feet of material, which equated to
about 4000 standard banker record boxes.
Duration of the Transfer: Quality Assurance Consultancy completed
the transfer over a period of several months adhering to our established,
best-in-class policies defining how materials should be stored securely
and safely.
Inventory Verification: To ensure quality control, Quality Assurance
Consultancy performed a complete inventory of all materials according
to the level of detail we recommended and established with the
agrochemical enterprise customer.
Inventory Tracking: Quality Assurance Consultancy entered all inventory
material into our premier tracking database to identify each item by the:
box identification; date received; material type; and location from which it
was transferred.
Inventory Access: Quality Assurance Consultancy set up a process so
that when the agrochemical enterprise customer needed materials for
re-examination, both parties could effectively manage all requests and
delivery requirements (same-day courier, overnight- or standard-ground
delivery) while maintaining a complete chain of custody.

OUTCOME
Through our industry-recognized approach
and specialized expertise, Quality Assurance
Consultancy worked in partnership with
the agrochemical enterprise customer.
Together, we were able to design an
outsourced archiving solution that met the
customer’s unique needs while adhering
to both regulatory and Quality Assurance
Consultancy’s best-in-class internal processes.
As a result, the agrochemical enterprise
customer was able to reduce the time and
expense involved in archiving critical materials
realizing as much as $300,000 in savings
associated with annual operating expenses*
while achieving greater value from Quality
Assurance Consultancy’s specialized archivists
managing the material.
The agrochemical enterprise customer
continues to rely on Quality Assurance
Consultancy to security store its GLP
specimens, blocks and slides—while Quality
Assurance Consultancy regularly receives
shipments directly from the agrochemical
customer or its sponsored contract research
organizations (CROs) in the U.S. and Europe.
* Based on an annual estimate of operating expenses for
a 9,300 square foot archiving facility.

“We were particularly pleased with
Quality Assurance Consultancy’s
leadership and guidance in the
transfer process. Their specialists
delivered comprehensive, reliable
services with a best-in-class storage
solution that is validated through
regularly scheduled inspections by
multiple government agencies.”

THE RIGHT ARCHIVING
OUTSOURCING SOLUTION
SECURITY AND PROTECTION
MANAGEMENT
• FM-200® fire suppression system
• VESDA® early-warning fire detection system
featuring optical density laser smoke detection
• Security system with 24-hour monitoring

STORAGE MANAGEMENT
• Multiple item types
o Document and electronic media
o Test/control/reference substances/articles
o Wet tissue specimens
o Paraffin-embedded blocks
o Microscopic slides
• Limited and controlled access
• Timely retrieval and distribution of records
• Document scanning and storage
• Secure disposal options

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
• Room temperature archiving
• -20 ºC freezer archiving
• 1 to 8 ºC refrigerator archiving
• Temperature and humidity-controlled
environment to prevent deterioration

— Leading Global Agrochemical Enterprise

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Learn more about Quality Assurance Consultancy
and our Archiving Solutions by visiting
www.QualityAssociatesQA.com or by
calling one of our Archiving Solutions specialists
at 410.884.9100. Our corporate office is
conveniently located near three major airports
and is less than one hour by car from downtown
Washington, D.C. and Baltimore, MD.
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